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... to the MAX
MAX – these three
letters stand for the
pursuit of perfection at Faymonville.
MAX is present in
all of our product
names, star ting
with the MultiMAX
and continuing all
the way through
to the most recent model, the
DualMAX for North America. And not
least importantly, MAX is the most
striking part of our company motto:
Trailers to the MAX!
For us, however, it´s more than just a
simple designation, because the abbreviation „MAX“ in many respects embodies
the philosophy that enabled Faymonville
to develop from a small forging operation
into a leading producer. The MAXimum is
the goal! Faymonville stands for always
and only satisfying the highest demands.
Faithful to the principle: .... to the MAX!

This fundamental idea permeates every
area of the company structure. Our
production processes are subject to the
strictest quality criteria. Everything is
done 100 percent „in-house“. We put our
trust in our own highly-skilled workers,
state-of-the-art technology and most
modern infrastructure. In this context,
the new production hall in Lentzweiler/
Luxembourg is yet another impressive milestone. From A to Z, quality ....
to the MAX!
At this year´s bauma, Faymonville once
again stands out. Quality, technology,
functionality – the standards are set
by us. In Munich we’re presenting
vehicles possessing that „certain
something extra“.
We would therefore be delighted to
welcome you to our stand (FN.827/6).
For us, the leading trade fair is also
the highlight event at which we are
displaying CombiMAX and Co. and presenting every facet of our capabilities.
Uniqueness ... to the MAX!
Alain Faymonville
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PRODUCT TO THE MAX

New developments reinforce status as innovative pioneer

Trailers to the MAX - with that “something extra”
The bauma is waiting in the wings, and in April the “who´s who” in the sector will be getting together again in Munich, where
Faymonville stands out from the rest, because the vehicles it presents captivate visitors with that “something extra”.
Faymonville exhibits a cross-section of its
capabilities at the bauma (FN.827/6). This
includes a CombiMAX vehicle equipped with
10 axles, an extension beam and a lowbed.
Following the modular system logic, 20 different vehicle combinations can be put together
with this exhibited model.

Optimisation to the MAX
In Munich a MegaMAX low-bed trailer is
equipped with the independent wheel suspension “Twin Axle II”, which in Germany permits
12 tonnes of payload per axle.
At the bauma Faymonville is
presenting a cross-section of
its latest developments.

The hydraulically widenable MultiMAX semilow loader is ideal for the construction sector.
Increased safety, improved comfort and
substantial time savings are the three major
advantages that characterise this option. It
can be widened continuously on both sides
via remote control in order to perfectly fit
the machine width of the load volume (up to a
maximum of 3.2m).
A MultiMAX specially designed to be exported
outside Europe is also being exhibited at the
stand. Capable of having between three and
nine axles, this semi-trailer permits higher
axle loads than those generally driven in

the EU - naturally in compliance with the laws
of the given country. Its 19.5“ tyres give this
forced- or friction-steered semi-low loader
a higher ground clearance, which is highly
desirable in many regions of the world.

Practical solutions
A “light” variant of the MultiMAX on display at the bauma is ideal for transporting
lifting and work platforms. This MultiMAX Plus
comes as a welcome surprise with its many
optimisations. The ramps were improved
and all approach angles were optimised. The
operation was significantly improved for the
driver. In addition, although the net weight
was reduced, the point load in the loading
platform was further increased.
An axle unit of the DualMAX joins this series
of latest developments. This type was developed for the American market. The model
exhibited at bauma illustrates the “lift&shift”
principle, according to which the DualMAX’s
rail width can be increased even while
loaded. Such a system will definitely be interesting for applications outside of America as
well.
A self-propelled SPMC can also be seen at
the bauma. Faymonville´s version has the
strongest drive axle on the market and a
very intuitive operator guidance.

Faymonville is again offering its visitors outstanding
products at this year´s edition.

The short version of the concrete inloader
PrefaMAX is something new. When the
vehicle is retracted starting out from the
standard load dimension of 9,500mm (max.
by 2,400mm), the handling and manoeuvrability increase enormously. This short
PrefaMAX is therefore ideal for supplying
construction sites in narrow city centres or
in tricky mountainous regions.
Meanwhile, a semi-low loader of the subsidiar y brand MAX Trailer completes
Faymonville’s exceptional offer at the
leading trade fair bauma.
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PRODUCT TO THE MAX

Modular system convinced many customers and offers infinite possibilities

CombiMAX number one in payload capacity
Rarely has a new concept enjoyed such immediate success as Faymonville’s CombiMAX. Flexibility, speed and efficiency:
three essential elements of the CombiMAX idea. Moreover, it generates concrete cost and time savings for the user. No other
vehicle makes possible such high payloads as does the CombiMAX. An award-winning design – let´s hear from the users:

You´ll find
a video on
this article here

“CombiMAX makes competitive rates possible”
Jussi Alamäki, manager of the eponymous transport company based in Tornio (Finland), uses
his 3+5 combination both as a lowbed and as a telescopable semi-low loader thanks to the AddOn-Beam extension. “It´s great that the vehicle is so flexible. This is why we can offer our services
at competitive rates. Our 3-axle bogie can be easily removed or built in as needed. Even with the
heaviest loads the CombiMAX can be operated very easily and the steering functions are better
than with other semi-trailers”. In the meantime, Alamäki has integrated another modular element,
an additional 1-axle bogie (joker axle) into his previous combination.
Jussi Alamäki (Maanrakennus Alamäki Oy)

“Flexible and always within the legal parameters”
“The reliability and the load rating” – Joost Rijk from the Dutch company Zwaar Transport Zeeland
associates these two advantages with the new CombiMAX concept. Faymonville delivered to Vlissingen
a 2+4 combination together with lowbed and as variable addition the joker axle. The customer
transports for its projects primarily heavy machinery as well as oversized goods. For Joost Rijk,
the CombiMAX is an ideal and future-oriented solution. “With the coming changes in the European
legislation, such a vehicle is a must. It gives you the necessary flexibility to fulfil different customer
requests while complying with the legal requirements at the same time”.
Joost Rijk (Zwaar Transport Zeeland)
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PRODUCT TO THE MAX

“The variable length is very useful”
The CombiMAX is making waves in the sector outside Europe as well. For example, Karmiel
Transporters Ltd. from Haifa in Israel added one of the first built semi-trailers of this type to its
fleet. “This vehicle is very useful for us thanks to its variable length”, says Michael Tesker about
the Add-On-Beam extension. This is unique for modular semi-trailers. “For a large port project we
could simultaneously load three concrete cubes of 40 tonnes each on our CombiMAX. This reduced
our costs by one-third”. The quickness of action also elicits enthusiasm in Israel. “Two days and two
completely different loads – with the CombiMAX that´s no longer a problem”.
Michael Tesker (Karmiel Transporters Ltd.)

“Exactly what we need today”
“It´s just a top product” – that´s how Jef Hufkens from the heavy transport firm Team Heavy Weight sums
it up. He uses a CombiMAX combination consisting of two 3-axle bogies, two 2-axles and one 4-axle bogie.
Add to that two lowbeds, an Add-On-Beam extension and two goosenecks. “The CombiMAX is very light
and more flexible than all the rest. It corresponds precisely to what a transport company needs today”.
For internationally-active companies, axle load standards aren´t the same everywhere, which constantly
poses challenges in the day-to-day working life of Jef Hufkens. “The advantage is that we can change
the number of axles en route without a crane, and even while in loaded condition”. Shortly after the first
delivery Team Heavy Weight already ordered additional bogies and beds.
Jef Hufkens (Team Heavy Weight)

“The CombiMAX opened new markets for us“
Dom´Azur from Cournon d´Auvergne was the first French customer to receive a CombiMAX. One
1-, 2-, 3- and 4-axle bogie each plus an excavator platform were sent off to France. “This vehicle
enables me to tap new markets. Customers from the demolition sector often have to assemble and
dismantle their machines and transport the individual parts”. Vivien Bertrand, General Manager
of Dom´Azur, can now respond to these circumstances accordingly with the CombiMAX. “Thanks to
this semi-trailer, I now offer my customers the possibility of transporting their equipment complete,
without dismantling, which is a huge benefit for them”. In the meantime, Dom´Azur too is expanding
its CombiMAX combination with additional bogies.
Vivien Bertrand (Dom‘Azur Transports)
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PRODUCT TO THE MAX

DualMAX expands offer for North American market

Even under load - still width-adjustable
With its DualMAX, Faymonville was recently able to present another new product. This modular semi-trailer can be widened in loaded condition and was designed for the special
requirements of heavy goods traffic in North America.
Faymonville once again highlights its role
as an innovative pioneer in the sector. With
the DualMAX, a vehicle type could once again
be presented that combines cutting-edge
technology with extremely practical development. This combination also impressed
American Heavy Moving & Rigging Inc. from
Chino, California. The transport company
immediately equipped its vehicle fleet with
36 axle lines of the new DualMAX.

Easy widening without
disconnecting
the steering system
Some very specific features characterise
this new product family. “All axles under load
can be easily and securely widened from 14´
(4.27m) to 20´ (6.1m). We’ve baptised this
unique and patented principle “lift&shift”. In
this way the loading platform can be adapted
to the size of the load or its distribution on the
ground”, reports Paul Hönen, Sales Manager
in North America. “In contrast to other suppliers, the steering system doesn’t need
to be disassembled for the widening process,
everything stays in place. And the triedand-tested swing axle technology guarantees
optimal manoeuvring”. The DualMAX meets
the statutory provisions that apply in the
USA and Canada.
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A gooseneck or a drawbar can be used as the connection to the tractor unit.
Swivelling bolsters, spacers or beds can also be connected to the DualMAX without difficulties.

High point loads thanks
to the strong chassis
“Faymonville’s DualMAX has a very strong
and torsion-resistant chassis with high
point load capacities on the central beam
and the outer frames”, notes company
owner Earl Sutton, who found a competent
partner in Faymonville. “At 10,000 pounds
(4,535 kg)/axle line the DualMAX has an optimal payload to net weight ratio”. The flexible
vehicle concept thus permits a load per axle
line of 52,900 pounds (23,995 kg) at 50 mph
(80 km/h).
The foldable frame (to less than 10´/3.05m)
makes easy return transport possible on
a conventional semi-trailer. The chassis of
the DualMAX is fully metallised (zinc-plated),

thus offering the best corrosion protection
available on the market.
A total package that fits perfectly! Besides
American Heavy Moving, other transport
companies such as Mountain Crane and
Steve Sharp could already be won over as new
DualMAX customers.

You´ll find
a video on
this article here

Steering rod

Steering lever position
remains unchanged

“lift&shift” – widening under load and without
disconnecting the steering.

PRODUCT TO THE MAX

Technology and easy handling convince the sector

HighwayMAX is the most successful newcomer in North America
A new product is causing a furore in
the United States - the HighwayMAX
literally has everyone talking and within
the shortest time has proven itself as
the sector´s hottest product for many
transport companies.
Any supplier worth his salt would love to
have such a market introduction: soon after
Faymonville presented its highway trailer
with nine hydraulically-steered swing axles,
the telephone of Sales Manager Paul Hönen
was ringing off the hook. “This degree of
harmony between the most innovative technology and practical use had never been seen
before. The swing axles with a total travel of
600mm (23.6”) and the extremely stable and
torsion-resistant frame open up new possibilities for American users”.

Higher savings
in the transport process
And it didn´t stop at vague expressions of interest - already a short time later the first vehicles
were being shipped over the “big pond”.
One of the proud owners of a HighwayMAX
is the company Berard Transportation New
Iberia (Louisiana). “Thanks to its extension
beam and the high payloads, this semi-trailer
offers major advantages in our day-today transport work. No counterweights

The user-friendly operational concept
of the HighwayMAX guarantees
flexibility and economic efficiency.

Berard Transportation swears by the new HighwayMAX for its transport jobs - seen here transporting a 100-tonne steam
drum.

are necessary, and no escort or an assembly crew. In this way we can transport the
heavy loads with minimal effort, which
naturally strengthens our competitive position” explains Brett Berard, Vice-President
of the company.

“The manoeuvrability
is incredible”
Faymonville is driving the transport world
in North America wild. “The operation of the
vehicle is very user-friendly”, confirms Steve

Sharp, owner of the eponymous transport firm
based in Cokeville (Wyoming). “It´s almost
unbelievable how this agile vehicle follows
the truck around corners. There´s no question that we’ll be adding more Faymonville
semi-trailers to our fleet”, the entrepreneur
enthusiastically affirms, foreseeing an intensification of the business relations.
Steve Sharp also praises the fact that “the
net weight of 28,400 kg (62,500 lbs) is optimal, because in this way we can attain for our
jobs excellent payloads of up to 258,250 lbs
(117,150 kg)”.

A package full of advantages, which also
appealed to Matthew Orr as Trucking Manager
at Global Specialized Services from Casper
(Wyoming). “Thanks to the HighwayMAX,
we’re now in a position to handle all kinds of
transport requests, including compressors,
prefabricated huts or boilers, to mention just
a few”.

You´ll find
a video on
this article here
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COMPANY TO THE MAX

Ultramodern production technology on 16,000m² in the new hall in Luxembourg

Manufacturing infrastructure “to the MAX”
The gold standard in production and
logistical technology can be found in
Faymonville´s new factory.

The suspended workpieces move through the entire
surface process.

With the change of year Faymonville
commissioned a new production hall
at its production site in Lentzweiler
(Luxembourg). Along with the CombiMAX
assembly line, a delivery department and
the new logistics centre, the ultramodern
surface treatment represents the core of
the investment.
A lot of time and energy was invested in the
advance planning. “On the basis of wellconsidered production and logistical concepts, we want to lay the groundwork for
future productivity increases”, explains
Guy Fickers, who as Technical Director at
Faymonville played a decisive role in bringing
this project to fruition.
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Ultramodern surface
treatment techniques
“Flow optimisation, increased flexibility with
reduced processing times, optimal quality
standards and a high capacity utilisation
rate” were the essential planning premises,
which were achieved most particularly in
the new surface treatment. „The flexible
workpiece transport - of heavy chassis up to
13m long and up to 10t in weight - takes
place, for example, over a friction wheeldriven continuous overhead track. With this
the workpieces are suspended and passed
through the entire surface process. The
most modern surface treatment techniques
were integrated into the overall cycle. From
combined centrifugal wheel and manual
blasting, through integrated metallisation

to zinc primer and top coat lacquering. In
this way the entire 8-stage surface treatment (MAXProtect+) can take place in a single
working day“.
The subsequent final assembly lines were
also designed according to the same “onepiece flow” procedure. In the assembly,
all parts and equipment kits are supplied to
the belt depending on the requirements of
the job from the likewise newly integrated
logistics centre. “The right material at the
right time and in the right place”, is the way
the Technical Director succinctly describes
it. “In the new logistics centre - with its
modern high rack storage, 10 Kardex shuttle
systems and innovative “put-to-light” picking
system - skilled workers select and preposition the parts required by the order”,
says Guy Fickers.

Energy savings concept
sets standards
At the soon-to-be largest production site, a
delivery centre will also be integrated into
the new building. The whole thing is also
future-oriented and ecologically designed
with regard to saving energy. “With LED
lighting, photovoltaics, frequency converters, warming through radiant heat or a
variable ventilation concept, this factory has
an energy-optimised design. Thanks to a
wide range of measures, energy savings of
around 40 percent can be achieved, which
has turned this factory into the industrial
pilot project for energy savings in
Luxembourg”.

NETWORK TO THE MAX

AT Specialtransport finds the right equipment at Faymonville

Imposing amongst the “Thousand Lakes”
“Let´s make the impossible possible” – this motto appears in large print on the
website of the Finnish company AT Specialtransport. The basis for fulfilling this
ambitious mission is provided by Faymonville...
Since 2007 the Kokkola-based company
has dedicated itself to special and heavy
transport in the Scandinavian country.
“Everything went very positively and the
contact with Faymonville dealer Pekka
Roponen came about when we needed new
equipment. A relationship of trust quickly
developed. Because we immediately had the
impression that he understands his job
and knows exactly what he’s selling”, says
Jonas Ahola, Special Transport Manager
at AT Specialtransport, looking back over
the past. Shortly thereafter came the first
visit to Faymonville in Belgium. “Here one
always feels really welcome and everything
is wonderful”.

Right from the start AT Specialtransport has been
closely associated with Faymonville, and in the
meantime eleven vehicles have departed for Finland.

with the quality and functionality of these
vehicles”, and the Faymonville fleet offers
entrepreneur Jonas Ahola numerous possibilities for his customers.

Convincing quality
and functionality

Many semi-trailers, but
the same smooth operation

Ever since then, AT Specialtransport
and Faymonville have remained closely
linked. Four MultiMAX semi-low loaders,
three TeleMAX flatbed semi-trailers, one
MegaMAX low-bed trailer and a multifunctional VarioMAX are in the meantime rolling,
in the company´s typical red colour, around
the “Thousand Lakes”. “We´re very satisfied

Every day, MultiMAX and Co. convince him
of this once again. “The semi-trailers of
Faymonville are really of the highest quality
in many respects. Our joint exchanges during
the planning phase enabled the vehicles to
be precisely adapted to our requirements”.
The entire package was designed accordingly, which also pleases the employees

of AT Specialtransport in their day-to-day
work. “Our drivers are happy to have many
Faymonville semi-trailers in the vehicle fleet.
Because they’re all easy to operate, and all
of them are similarly equipped technically to
one another”.
Even in Finland there’s no getting around
Faymonville when it comes to selecting the
best equipment for special transports. Jonas
Ahola describes what´s so unique about this
brand as follows: “For me, Faymonville is a
company that is innovative and focused on
quality, and working together with them is
always a very enjoyable experience”.

Heavily-loaded, the semi-trailers roll through the breathtaking landscapes of Scandinavia.
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NETWORK TO THE MAX

Complete semi-trailer fleet delivered

ModulMAX axle lines are being used in developing the energy grid

Faymonville equips Serpet

Turbine transport
through Angola

The still-young company Serpet was founded in the rapidly developing region of
Yopal in Colombia. When it began looking for transport equipment for its cranes and
machinery, it found that Faymonville offered the best package.
The entire fleet consisting of eight vehicles
was shipped to South America within four
months. This included semi-low loaders of
the MultiMAX type, six of which were equipped
with four axles and two others with seven.
“This technology was virgin territory for
us, and the high degree of innovation won
us over during the selection process”, says
a Serpet spokesman, describing how they
first got acquainted with Faymonville´s products. Moreover, the 7-axle vehicles allow the
transport of loads up to 100 tonnes. A variant that is eagerly chosen in South America,

and which functions within the existing legal
framework.
“The easy handling permits optimal use in
our day-to-day operations. The Faymonville
staff did an excellent job of preparing and
training us for this”, thus fulfilling Serpet´s
expectations. The contact with Faymonville
came about at the recommendation of
another national company. Happily, an additional 7-axle MultiMAX has already been
ordered, this time equipped with drive-up
ramps.

A satisfied group, thanks to an innovative product – the Serpet staff
around Faymonville sales representative Kaan Goezler on a MultiMAX.
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Faymonville delivers SLC an exceptional
product in addition to excellent technical
support during the project planning.

The Angolan government has planned
major investments to optimise the
nation’s power supply. To transport
the gas turbines and generators,
ModulMAX axle lines are rolling through
the African Republic...
The company SLC and its heavy transport
subsidiary FM Global used ten axle lines
of the G-SL module series for the special
assignments this project entailed. Several
turbines and generators weighing between
180 and 210 tonnes were transported.
“Thanks to the flexible method of construction, we could assemble the combination in

such a way that the high and very concentrated loading weight was ideally distributed.
As a result, bridges could be crossed without difficulty”, says Claudio Vieira from SLC,
praising the vehicle’s adaptability. Moreover,
thanks to the drawbar that can also be used
as a push rod, on inclines one can gain additional power through a second tractor unit.
Already during the transport planning
Faymonville´s own software Falco helped
with all of the calculations. “This support
allowed us to deal successfully with a number
of tricky situations. Faymonville staff gave us
training in advance, so we were fully prepared.
And later as well we were quickly and reliably
advised on every issue that came up”.

NEWS TO THE MAX

Luxembourg selected three different vehicle types

2-axle MegaMAX lowbed offers unique diversity

Gru-Lux configured
for MAX Trailer

Versatile as a Swiss
army knife

The MAX Trailer range offered in the standard segment presently consists of
five different vehicle variants. This was enough to enable customer Gru-Lux to cover
its wide range of assignments.

Faymonville´s
2-axle
MegaMAX lowbed can
be characterised as
a
real
all-purpose
weapon. Agile, compact,
light, low – its pluses
read like a wish list
for day-to-day life in
the transport business.

“We wanted to adapt our vehicle fleet, and
we found what we needed at MAX Trailer”,
says Felipe Fernandes, who was looking
for transport equipment for his family business. “The manoeuvrability of the vehicles
was important for us. Moreover, it had to be
possible to flexibly deploy the semitrailers.” So the requirement profile was
clear. Fernandes offers an illustration:
“For example, two force-steered MAX410
flatbed semi-trailers cover our need for
transporting crane parts and weights.”

In addition, a telescopable MAX100 semilow loader has joined the fleet and a 4-axle
flatbed semi-trailer (MAX200) rounds off the
order.
“Standardised vehicles with simple equipment, but meeting only the highest quality
requirements” – that’s MAX Trailer’s maxim.
“That´s a great thing and it works perfectly
for us, since we needed virtually no accessories on our semi-trailers”, Fernandes
concludes. The ideal ratio between cost and
utility.

MAX Trailer´s motto:
Premium quality as standard!

The 2-axle MegaMAX
combines numerous advantages
to ensure ideal transport conditions.

The requirements are complex when firms
want to add a new semi-trailer. It has to be
able to do as much as possible, weigh virtually nothing and have the perfect dimensions.
The 2-axle MegaMAX is a hole in one. It wins
you over with its low loading height (300mm)
of the bed that’s extendable by 5.85m.
Ideal for example for the company Kösters
from the Siegerland, which transports
half-shells for offshore wind farms. “The semitrailer is very stably built and manufactured
with the highest quality. We very often exploit
the maximum allowed payload, but the lowbed

can handle that without any problems at all”,
as representative Dennis Pieper from Kösters
Transporte praises the production work.
“Moreover, the MegaMAX proves to be very
simple to operate. All of the drivers are able
to disconnect the gooseneck or extend the bed
without any difficulties”. With a bed length of
6.85m and a minimal net weight (12.5t), the
vehicle remains within the legal provisions
of 16.5m total trailer length. The MegaMAX
respects the classical container dimensions
as well. A product that’s versatile ... to the
MAX.
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40 TeleMAX for Bolloré Africa
The volume of the most recent project between Faymonville
and Bolloré Africa Logistics was nothing less than impressive,
because the large international group’s continental offshoot
ordered a total of 40 flatbed vehicles from the Belgian sector
leader. The new TeleMAX semi-trailers were equipped so
as to perfectly fulfil the strict performance criteria. Twenty
of the vehicles had 4 axles and were equipped with an
extension, while the other twenty had 3 axles and were doubletelescopable, because in Kenya this large fleet will become
part of an expensive project for building wind power plants
for energy production. The flatbed vehicles left the European
continent in several lots and headed by ship to Africa around
the turn of the year.

Major order from LASO Transportes
The well-known Portugal-based heavy load transporter
LASO Transportes has recently come to rely on Faymonville’s
know-how. To further strengthen its market position, the
vehicle fleet was expanded with four MegaMAX low-bed trailers and six TeleMAX flatbed vehicles. “This new equipment
gives us added possibilities for our range of services. Thanks
to this cooperation, we can better meet the expectations of
our customers”, company spokesman João Pedro explains.
LASO is very optimistic about the new potential. “Our sector
is special, and full of day-to-day challenges. The Faymonville
vehicles match us perfectly in this regard. Thanks to their
easy operation, flexibility and stability, we´ll be able to fulfil
all the various requirements” João Pedro concludes.

In the land
of the rising sun

From left to right: Shinya Sendoda, Tatsunori Sato and Daisuke Fujishiro
together with Jeremy Keller and Paul Hönen from Faymonville.

Faymonville has been active around the globe for years.
And starting now, Japan can be added to the list as another
country in the world where Faymonville´s products are being
used. At the beginning of the year a 6-axle MultiMAX semi-low
loader was delivered to Fujishiro Motors Co. in Yamanachi.
It’s the first vehicle that will be used in the “land of the rising
sun”. Fujishiro is acting as national agent within the framework of the cooperation with Faymonville. “We’re proud to be
able to represent this brand in Japan”, says General Manager
Daisuke Fujishiro. The end customer for this maiden vehicle
is the Seishin company. And many other interested parties
are already knocking at the door, because the new technology
is arousing keen interest. “This kind of quality and technology
can’t otherwise be found in Japan. With Faymonville, we at
last have the right partner”. For several months now Jeremy
Keller has been working intensively on customer support for
Faymonville throughout Asia.
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